Mick Law P.C. Receives Finance Monthly's 2016 Due Diligence Law Firm of
the Year Award
Omaha-based Mick Law P.C. recently received Finance Monthly’s
2016 Due Diligence Law Firm of the Year Award. Mick Law is a
specialty law firm focusing on broker-dealer and registered
investment advisor representation, and real estate finance.
Omaha, Nebraska—Mick Law PC has had a stellar year by most accounts. The firm’s reputation as a subject
matter expert in securities offering due diligence and underwriting has led it to being highlighted for its
strengths in the world of investment management. Not only has the firm been awarded the “Due Diligence
Law Firm of the Year” by Finance Monthly for the second year in a row, but also been featured in Forbes
Magazine’s articles, “Now Anyone Can Become A VC. Thinking of Trying It? Here Are The Risks” and “Want To
Invest In A Crowdfunding Deal? 7 Tips For Doing It Right.”
When Forbes contacted the firm about its collective opinion on venture capital investment and crowdfunding,
President Bryan Mick was happy to extend his expertise in these matters:
“Go in with the assumption that you won’t get your money back. If you still like the people and the business and
still like the idea of aggregating capital to help someone realize their entrepreneurial dream, great.”i
“The platform and portal should have affirmative policies and procedures with some liability insurance and
indemnity to the investors that we have reviewed all the documents and information and we believe the
investment is reasonable. Someone should have to sign off on that.”ii
Mick Law P.C. is based in Omaha, Nebraska, and maintains its position as a specialty due diligence and
underwriting law firm. The firm boasts a stable of attorneys with business and broker-dealer backgrounds,
enabling them, in concert with the firm’s contract real estate underwriters, petroleum engineers and asset
class research databases, to deliver real assessments of prospective investment performance. The success of
this firm has been noted by colleagues, peers, and now magazines who have provided them a larger stage
from which to disseminate valuable information on non-traded investment due diligence. The firm extends its
gratitude for the accolades and awards it has recently received, and hopes to continue to be a source of
information in various investment asset classes, including real estate, energy, private equity and hedge funds.
For more information about Mick Law PC, visit the website at: http://www.micklawpc.com/
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